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Rising Stars Grand Final - Ainslie v Marist 
9.30 am ~ Saturday 19 September ~ Start Track Oval 

 

As the Ainslie Rising Stars line up in their Grand Final contest with 

Marist this weekend they will have the full support of the Club 

behind them.  

Competing in their third consecutive Grand Final (with a win in 

2013 and a loss to Queanbeyan last year), the Rising Stars are Ainslie’s 

sole representative in Saturday’s big games at Manuka.  

Ainslie finished the home-and-away season in second spot behind 

Eastlake with 10 wins 5 losses. Marist and Queanbeyan had the same 

win/loss record, but a superior percentage saw the Tricolours playing 

Eastlake for a spot in the Grand Final in Week 1 of the Finals. 

The Rising Stars is an u18/19 competition that gives players their 

first taste of senior footy. With the pressures of supporting other 

Ainslie teams (NEAFL, Div 1, Div 2 and Div 5) there are always 

pressures in managing the playing roster.   

Under the watchful eyes of coach Justin Foley, assistant coach 

Richard Fisher, and manager Andrew Powell, the Rising Stars have 

had in excess of 40 players don the Red, White and Black this season. 

Dealing with players aged from 15 to 19 the coaching team at this level 

is always presented with a significant challenge in bringing this mix of 

boys/men together as a team. 

Six rounds into the season Ainslie had a 3 win 3 loss record. Since 

then they have only been beaten twice, both times by Eastlake, for a 

combined losing margin of 5 points. Only once all year have they had 

less scoring shots than their opposition.   

In one of the best performances of the year Ainslie Rising Stars won 

the Semi Final v Eastlake at Kippax by a convincing 7.13 to 6.3, the one 

disappointing factor being their conversion rate.  This win gave the 

team the chance to sit back and watch its Grand Final opponents slug 

it out last weekend.  And in a slight upset, Marist eventually (after extra 

time) ran out 7 point winners over Eastlake. 

A tough week ahead for the selectors and a wonderful challenge for 

the 24 players named to play against Marist this weekend. With Grand 

Finals returning to Manuka it is an exciting day. 

Grand Finals are won on the day but are built upon the efforts across 

the season from everyone in the playing squad. Without doubt it has 

been a fantastic effort by all 41 players involved in getting the team to 

this point. The focus for the remainder of the week will be to continue 

to do the things that the team committed to at the beginning of the year. 

We wish the Rising Stars all the best in their endeavours to play one 

more outstanding game in 2015. 

 

 

 

Congratulations to all our senior 

footy sides on their efforts over 

the season.  

 

Photos courtesy of Lyndon Hirst.  

1. Nick Beaumont in Rising Stars 

semi-final match 2. Jordan Harper, 

NEAFL Round 21 3. Dave Stewart in 

Div 2 Preliminary Final  



 

  

U15s Ainslie Red v Gungahlin Jets - 2015 GRAND FINAL 

 

“WE'LL NEVER FALTER, WE'LL NEVER SLACK....“  

 

Grand Finals—they can be the hardest of markers. Unrelenting and unforgiving. As coaches, 

we prepare boys as best we can (physically and mentally), try to give them the tools they will 

need, and then send them all out into the white-hot furnace that is finals footy, hoping they 

come out intact.  
For a season that starts in autumn, finishes in spring and throws a brutal Canberra Winter at you in the 

middle, a lot of superior footy is required to even make it to that "One Day In September". And for those that 

get there, everything gets magnified on this day - emotions, fears, hopes, nerves. The cold reality is that the 

dreams of the boys (and let's be honest, the coach as well) ultimately comes down to two frenzied hours. They 

are constantly asked to make split second decisions on actions that will, in turn, crystallise into memories lasting 

for years. That's a tough reality for young minds to contend with.  

When I was asked by legendary coach Harry Dunstall to take charge of the U15s Red team over a coffee in 

February, I cast an eye over the squad list and was instantly hit by the depth and breadth of talent. We discussed 

what a reasonable season would entail. The consensus was that while there was still wonderful scope for 

improvement (both individual and team-based), both teams could easily qualify for late-September finals. The 

way so many boys attacked their first ever pre-season fitness program solidified these thoughts. The inclusion 

of Richard Baumhammer in the overall coaching panel was a masterstroke, and with Greg Bishop providing 

many of his talented U14s boys a regular challenge of playing up, the scene was set.  

Trainings were fantastically diverse affairs, with myself, Harry and Baume each able to bring something 

different to the plate. Skills were of such a high level that we were soon able to focus more on team structure, 

playing roles, hitting your marks and running patterns. No concept or tactic seemed beyond this group. There 

was a wonderful balance of fun and focus, and the group was inclusive, with boys playing their first ever season 

getting constant encouragement from the hardened veterans and all of our representative players (of which we 

fielded six in 2015!).  

And boy did it show on the Saturdays. 

Harry's Blacks finished the season with 9W 3L 2B, and a tidy third spot; Sporter's Reds a half-step ahead with 

10W 2L 2B, and in second spot. An unprecedented All-Ainslie Grand Final was on the cards. This dream came 

within one quarter of materialising, but for some injuries and an absence of luck, as the Blacks went down 

fighting by 10 points in their Prelim Final. Agonising! And so the teams that finished 1 and 2, Gungahlin Jets 

and Ainslie Red, were left to battle it out for the Cup.  

Several key words were spoken amongst the squad all year—behaviours that we returned to time and 

again. ATTITUDE & EFFORT. But on Grand Final Day, with minutes to go before the bounce, and with our 

most professional warm-up EVER under our belts, I asked for total silence, and threw a question out to the boys: 

WHAT EXACTLY ARE YOU PREPARED TO DO TODAY?    

It was a rhetorical question in part, but immediately I was bombarded with answers… 

EVERYTHING! 

PLAY MY ROLE! 

TACKLE HARDER! 

NEVER SURRENDER!  

 

 

 



 

  

The most common answer, screamed at the top of their 

lungs was this: WHATEVER IT TAKES!!  

A cracking first three quarters had us within 

fingertip’s reach of the shared team goal, but the door 

was still slightly ajar for the Jets to swoop in and break 

hearts. Every one of Ainslie’s 28 boys were contributing, 

and "taking their moment".  As the siren sounded to send 

us from our last huddle of the season, I reminded the lads 

of those blistering hot afternoons in March, slogging our 

way up Mount Rogers’ steep hills, each step a struggle, 

legs screaming and lungs burning. All of it endured for 

this precise moment - Grand Final Day. One Quarter 

Remaining...    

 

this precise moment—Grand Final Day. One Quarter Remaining...    

And so it was that the Reds boys climbed that goddamn hill one last time. Down back, Chowne was 

courageous on one good knee, Will W and Max and Levi and Hywel all reading the incoming bombs quickest, 

Isaac and Jack M giving us supreme run-and-carry exits from half-back, Macca dominating their key forward, 

and Sam G sweeping up and down the corridor like he owned Footy Park! The wingers were outrunning their 

opponents in the heat, with Jack R and Tyler and Lang and Nick C-N all covering the yards, racking up 

touches. The midfield was a hotbed of contested footy, and we smashed the Jets in clearances, thanks to the 

high-rotation team of Toby, Aiden, Grayson, Joey, and the wrecking ball Nick G, all feeding off the exquisite 

tap-work of Pat and Reilly. And of course, our "Norm Smith" medallist Will S, saving something quite 

extraordinary for the big stage. Up forward, Connor was a constant threat, Tom A and Matty B were holding 

critical marks and tackles, Riley bringing the 1%ers, Josh a vital and unpredictable avenue to goals, and 

birthday-boy Tom S showcasing some Ronaldo party tricks. And of course, Jonty, wowing the crowd with his 

'sticky hands' one-grab marking. (And just imagine if regulars Matt R and Sam L had both been available on 

the day...)   

The record book will show that the U15s Rampagin’ Reds defeated the Jets, 8.8.56 to 4.2.26 to take the 

Premiership Cup. I said it last year, but I'll say it again—the feelings on that final siren are priceless.  Joy for 

the players, relief for the coaches and managers, and pride for the parents. Seriously, would you want to be 

anywhere else than in the rarefied air that accompanies those few minutes after the team has realised the 

dream? A spectacular season of accomplishment by the entire 15s squad, with every boy on the list improving 

himself, buying into team plans and goals, and having fun. 

What a privilege to have been there to watch “those Ainslie boys go marching onwards to victory”! 

 

Sporter 

 

Photos courtesy of Fiona 

McQueenie. 

1. The banner - ATTITUDE 

and EFFORT 

2. The boys ready for battle 

3. Ruckman Patrick Pelecky 

in flight 

4. Best on Ground Will 

Spencer in action 

5. Winners are grinners - 

Ainslie u15s, 2015 Premiers 

 

Special thanks to 

Sporter for his many 

contributions to 

@Ainslie throughout 

the season. 



 

  

GLG Community gets 

behind Brodie 
 

On Thursday 18 September 2014 the 

Collins family received the phone call 

that every parent fears, your child has 

been seriously injured in a car 

accident. 

Brodie Collins, a Gungahlin Lakes 

Giants (GLG) U9 player at the time was 

hit by a car, resulting in several fractures, 

a head injury and many grazes. Brodie’s 

injuries were so significant that the 

paramedics attending to him at the scene 

were sure he wouldn’t survive.  

Brodie required the services of the Snowy Hydro SouthCare Helicopter to transport him to Sydney for 

immediate treatment. 

The accident occurred just three days before the GLG end of season presentation. It was at this point the GLG 

Community spirit came alive by seeking donations to go towards Snowy Hydro SouthCare in an effort to 

support the great work they do for the Canberra and surrounding regions.  
In May this year Brodie was well enough to attend the Snowy Hydro Base for a site visit. Brodie and his 

Mum Tracey were able to meet the crew that helped save Brodie’s life and had an opportunity to explore the 

helicopter up close. 
 Brodie, on behalf of GLG, gave the doctors, paramedics and CEO of SouthCare a very deserving donation.  
Whilst Brodie has made a significant recovery in the past 12 months, his rehabilitation to a full recovery will 

still take some time. The GLG families wish Brodie all the very best and hope that one day we will see him again 

at a GLG game. 
 

Brodie hands over GLG donation to Snowy Hydro SouthCare 



  



Featured SPONSOR – Capital Clinic Manipulative and 

Sports Physiotherapy 
 

 

 

Official Club sponsor Capital Clinic 

Physio (CCP) has been a part of the 

Ainslie Family for seven years. 

As the largest and most 

comprehensive physiotherapy and 

rehabilitation service in Canberra, Rob 

Erickson and his team provide sideline 

physiotherapy for our NEAFL players, 

and strive to be the preferred 

physiotherapy clinic for the entire AFC 

community.   

Teamed by eight physiotherapists, 

three exercise physiologists and a 

friendly reception staff, CCP offers a 

wide range of discounted services to 

AFC players and members, including: 

 

 Physiotherapy – sports injuries, 

back and neck pain, work-

related injuries 

 Exercise rehabilitation 

individualised exercise 

programs for private and 

compensable cases 

 Corporate health 

 Clinical pilates 

 Women’s health 

 Running and bike assessments 

 Pain management 

CCP is located in Suite 5, Level 3 

CCG House, 219 London Circuit 

Canberra City and has a second clinic 

opening soon in City West.  Opening 

hours are 8am to 6pm Monday to 

Friday. 

See www.capitalclinicphysio.com.au  

to find out more about what Rob and his 

team offer, or follow them on Facebook 

or Twitter for heaps of great online tips 

and resources.  

 

 

file:///C:/Users/Kyles/Documents/Kylie/Ainslie%20Newsletter/September%202015/www.capitalclinicphysio.com.au


 

 

The National School Sports AFL Championships 

were held recently in Geelong (19-25 July), 

with participants from VIC, SA, WA, QLD, NSW, 

NT, TAS and, of course, ACT. The ACT U12s 

boys’ team had a torrid draw, playing super 

heavyweights VIC and SA first up.   

But as the carnival progressed, they found 

cohesion and confidence, and started to 

show excellent skills and teamwork. 

This culminated in a thrilling extra-time win 

over NT in their final hit-out. 

Ainslie was extremely well represented in 

the team, with Nick Coghill and Fin Lester from 

the U12 Reds, Flynn Woodward from the U12 

Blacks, and Airi Wollf  from the U13  Reds. 

@Ainslie caught up with these boys upon their return to Canberra, to find out what the 

experience was like. 

 

Q:  Who do you barrack for in the AFL, who is your favourite player, and why?  

Nick Coghill (NC): Essendon; Zack Merritt – he’s a young player that has a big impact and does the hard stuff. 

Fin Lester (FL): Collingwood; Scott Pendlebury and Jamie Elliott – both highly skilled.  

Flynn Woodward (FW): Essendon; David Zarharakis – he works hard to win the ball and plays fair.  

Airi Wolff: Collingwood; Scott Pendlebury – he can find space and time in a congested area.                                

 

Q: The recent carnival in Geelong was very tough for the ACT Representative team. Who was the best team 

you played, and what lessons did you learn from playing them?  

NC: Victoria! I learnt that I’m going to have to work my butt off to get to where they are because they train 

and play much harder in Victoria. 

FL: Victoria definitely.  You've got to keep right on your man, and not let him run away because even a metre 

is hard to make up. 

FW: Victoria easily the best. They used their team mates well - they always looked for players running past 

or ahead of them to keep the ball moving fast, and could all play in every position. 

AW: South Australia! I noticed they were very good at clearing the contested ball out of the pack through 

an accurate handball to a free player on the outside. I am trying to do this as well.  

 

[Sporter’s notes: VIC defeated SA in the “Grand Final” by a whopping 93 points to 2!] 

 

Q: What was the best thing that you brought to the ACT Representative team during the carnival?  

NC: My goal kicking, and encouragement of my team mates on the field. 

FL: Playing hard defence, and never giving up. 

FW: I never gave up no matter what. I listened to the coach carefully and followed his instructions. I also 

cheered on my team mates. 

AW: I was the tallest on the team by far. So I brought some height to the team which was needed.  

 

Q:  You are playing some amazing footy in your U12s/U13 team, under very smart coaches (Ian Bennetts, 

Lee Scott and Hayden Price) - what makes your coach so good? 

NC: Ian gives me the freedom to play my sort of footy and also to develop other positions along the way. 

FL: Ian always explains what we're doing right and wrong. He pushes me to do better, and understands that 

I love the back line.         

FW: Lee always encourages me to do my best and learn. He is able to tell me what I did well and not so well 

- positively. He loves coaching us and likes us to just have a go. 

Sporter’s Q&A - Ainslie U12 and U15 ACT Reps 

Flynn Woodward, Nick Coghill, Airi Wollf and Fin Lester 



AW:  Hayden is good because he always has helpful feedback at each break. 

  

Q:  Are there any Ainslie players in the older age groups that inspire you? 

NC: Will Spencer, Jack Powell, Guy Richardson, and Joel and Charlie from the U13s Black, because Joel is 

hard at the ball and Charlie reads the play so well. 

FL: All of them inspire me, I love watching them play and learning from them. 

Q:  What does the future hold for you with your AFL?  How will you spend your summer?  Any goals to 

achieve?   

NC: Lots of training and watching footy and I’ll hope to be playing Reps footy in the next few years. My 

summer is about running and swimming and building my tank to run out games better. To make the Giants 

Academy and to help my team mates build a better team and play finals.  

FL: I'd like to play the big league!  Keeping fit and playing ALF 9s, cricket and futsal, but also keep on 

working on my AFL techniques.  I'd like to improve my speed and kicking accuracy.   

FW: I want to keep playing good footy for Ainslie and work my way into the draft.  I might try a couple of 

different sports over summer. I just want to have fun.  

AW:  I just want to have fun and keep getting better. During the summer I'll be playing basketball. I will also 

practise my left foot kicking, and my goal is to be able to kick well on both feet. 

 

The ACT U15s boys team (much like the U12s) had a rude introduction to the carnival, also drawn 

to play VIC and SA first up. They also found consistency and self-belief as the carnival progressed 

and started to show structure and great teamwork. This culminated in a thrilling come-from-behind 

win over NT in their final hit-out. 

Again Ainslie was extremely well represented with Lach McKeough and Nic Thomas from the U15 

Blacks, Nick Groenewegen, Sam Groenewegen and Will Spencer from the U15 Reds, and Guy 

Richardson  from the U17s. 

Here’s what they had to say on their return to Canberra. 
 

Q:  Who do you barrack for in the AFL, who is your favourite player, and why? 

Lach McKeough (LM): Sydney Swans; Isaac Heeney – because I love the fact he is a first year player who is 

exciting to watch.          

Nic Thomas (NT): Collingwood & GWS; Callan Ward – at the beginning of 2015 he came to an Ainslie 

training session and later he was interviewed and said the highlight was “seeing a red headed kid named 

Nico, I can see him playing AFL at the top level one day.” Big encouragement that an AFL player believes 

in my footy.   

Nick Groenewegen (NG): Collingwood; Joel 

Selwood – because he is so tough and hard at 

the footy. 

Sam Groenewegen (SG): The Mighty Cats; Alex 

Rance – because he’s got great hands, is so 

strong and also a very smart player. 

Will Spencer (WS): Hawthorn; Luke Hodge or 

Sam Mitchell – because they are so hard at the 

ball, they have great skills and are great leaders. 

Guy Richardson (GR): Essendon; Lachie Weller 

from Fremantle – I like Lachie because he has a 

good rig and a fresh hairstyle. 

                 

 Q:  You are all rising stars of Junior AFL in 

Canberra – what is the best part of your game?  

LM: My hardness at the ball and fighting out 

each contest.                 L to R: Nic Thomas, Guy Richardson, Samuel Groenewegen, Will 

Spencer, Lach McKeough and Nicholas Groenewegen. 



NT:  My kicking ability, and game sense (awareness), reading where the ball will end up and running to 

that spot to receive it.  

NG:  My overhead marking – and I also look angry which seems to put off some opposition players!  

SG:   My ability to make good decisions coming out of the backline.  

WS:  My attack on the ball! 

GR:  My knowledge of the game and footy smarts. They give me the ability to make smart decisions and 

read the ball, especially at stoppages. 

  

Q:   The recent carnival in Geelong was very tough for the ACT Representative team.  

Who was the best team you played, and what lessons did you learn from playing them?  

LM:  Victoria. They showed me how fast and clean I need to be to get to the top level.                 

NT:  Definitely the Victorians!  Because of how intensely they played, how desperately they wanted to win 

the footy, and their amazing clean hands under pressure. Their spread was outstanding.       

NG: Victoria – by far!  They were so quick and were very smart footballers. The biggest lesson I learned 

would be how important running is to become a really good footballer. 

SG: Victoria – by far!  They all ran extremely hard and went flat out at the ball. We all learned that 

having clean hands and making quick decisions 

can be the deciding factor in winning and losing 

the ball.    

WS: Victoria – by far!  Their speed and perfect 

skills were incredible.  Their spread as well was 

unbelievable. After playing against them we all 

learnt what it will take to compete with the best. 

GR: Victoria – easily!  They were unbelievably 

good at every aspect of the game. I learnt what it 

takes to play at the top level and also how much 

work you have to put in to get where you want. 

  

Q:   What was the best thing that you brought to 

the ACT Representative team during the 

carnival?  

LM: Playing hard to the best of my 

ability                

NT:  My defensive pressure and my clearances 

out of the D50.         

NG: A bit of size through the mids and back 

line.   

SG:  My ability to take some goods marks, lay 

good tackles. Also my will to keep working until the very end and also my willingness to do my best to 

beat my opponent   

WS:  My tackling pressure and hard ball gets. 

GR: I see myself as a goal kicking midfielder, so I think part of that was being able to get on the board 

several times for the team.  

   

Q:  What tips would you give to the juniors coming up through the ranks in Ainslie?  

LM: Keep working hard on your skills and remember to enjoy playing the game. 

NT: Keep working hard, pay attention at training, and if you have a dream... go get it! Don't let anyone tell 

you that you can't reach your dreams because anyone can if they work for it.   

NG: Back your abilities and be confident in yourself. 

SG: Always strive to be better. It helps a lot to try and set yourself achievable goals that you can then work 

towards to become better.   

ACT U15 Reps Nic Thomas and Will Spencer 



WS: Practise your skills until they are perfect, and know that there is always somewhere to improve. 

GR: Enjoy your footy throughout your whole career, even at your lowest times just remember why you’re 

playing in the first place. Also, don’t be daunted by the whole experience of Rep footy, go out and achieve 

your dream. 

  

Q:  What does the future hold for you with your AFL?  How will you spend your summer?  Any goals to 

achieve?   

LM: In the summer I will keep working on my skills and take some time to relax.  I will play touch football 

to keep fit.           

NT: My goal is to make it to the 2018 NAB combined draft. Every summer in the lead up until then I will 

be working intensely on my fitness and football skills, to become a better football player.     

NG: I would like to play NEAFL eventually. My summer will be spent playing cricket and my goal is to get 

into the best possible shape for footy. 

SG: My goal is to hopefully make it up to NEAFL level and really test myself. My summer will be spent 

doing a lot of fitness work and also playing a lot of cricket. 

WS: Hopefully I will play in the AFL one day so that's my long term goal.  But for the next few years I 

would like to make Rams and play my best footy consistently. 

GR: I would like to be picked in the Giants Academy firstly, and then another goal is to be picked in Rams. 

Realistically though that's a long way away so I just have to focus on small goals such as getting fit, 

improving on both feet and building strength. 

 

Thanks, boys, for sharing your experiences and giving us all some insight into junior rep footy. 

Congratulations on your efforts this year and all the best for many seasons to come! 

 

Sporter 

  

 

 

 

 

An evening to 
celebrate the 

achievements of 
our senior 

players 

Dress code: 
casual 

Partners, friends, 
family - $20.00 
payable at the 

door 

Pizzas and hot 
food platters 

provided 

 



 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

League Best and Fairest awards 

 
Congratulations to the following players who made AFL Canberra’s Top 5 

in the Best and Fairest votes for their respective age groups. 
 

Under 11s: Maxwell Shadbolt (1st) 

Under 12s: Flynn Woodward (5th) 

Under 13s: Charlie Martin (3rd) 

Under 14s: Connor San Juan (1st) 

Under 15s: William Spencer (1st) & Nicholas Thomas (2nd) 

Under 17s: Hayden Raftery (5th) 

Youth Girls: Jessica Stramandinoli (2nd), Teigan Hawke (4th) & Zoe Allen 

(4th) 

Gary Matheson Memorial Trophy Winner: Nick Coghill 

Max Shadbolt, U11s Connor San Juan, U14s Will Spencer and Nic Thomas 

Charlie Martin, 3rd in U13s Nick Coghill, winner Gary Matheson Trophy 



 

AFC Junior Presentation Nights 
 

Wednesday 16th Sept 

5:30pm - under 11s 

6:30pm - under 13s 

Thursday 17th 

6pm - under 12s 

Monday 21st 

6pm - under 17s 

Tuesday 22nd 

6pm - Youth Girls 

Thursday 24th 

5:30pm - under 14s 

6:30pm - under 15s 

 

Congratulations and thanks 

Congratulations to the following Ainslie 

players on being selected for the IPG AFL 

Canberra Youth Girls Team – NSW/ACT 

State Cup 10th and 11th of October on 

the Central Coast at Bateau Bay: 

Zoe Allen 

Sophie Corver 

Renee Friend 

Emylee Hawke 

Zarah Mason 

Zoe Mason 

Alex McKeough 

Jess Stramandinoli 

Bonnie Lawrence 

Jess Clark (Emergency) 

Runners: Teigan Hawke and Amber Allen 

 

Kye Collins - First GLG player (now playing for Ainslie) 

to hit 100 games. Well done, Kye! 

Message of thanks from a Cooma mum 
 

I wish to thank the junior players from Ainslie who have shown true sportsmanship. 

I am a parent of Kurt who plays with the Cooma Snowy Super Cats. My son has played with the club 

for a number of years now, and at times feels let down that we cannot find enough players to play at times. 

It was great to see your club members willing to join our side to give our players a chance of playing 

this year. 

I believe as long as players can get a game each week it is so important to give them all this opportunity. 

Thank you to their parents who made it possible also. 

Please pass on my personal thanks to them. 

Kindest regards 

Sandra Wassink 
 


